ABSTRACT A revised orbit, with period of 1505 yr, and system mass, 3.65 AE 0.60 M , are presented for the visual binary WDS 23186+6807AB. The total mass is well in accord with estimates from the literature made on the basis of different methods. The G8 III spectral type of the primary is confirmed.
INTRODUCTION
The bright (4.75 + 7.00 mag) visual binary WDS 23186+6807AB (o Cep = ADS 16666AB = STF 3001AB = HD 219916 = HIP 115088) was first resolved by F. G. W. Struve in 1832 (Struve 1837 ) with the 9.5 inch (24 cm) refractor at Dorpat. In 1912, S. W. Burnham (Aitken & Doolittle 1932 ) discovered a much fainter ($13.0 mag) third component in the system at 45 00 from the main pair. The first orbit for the AB pair was calculated by Janssen (1929) , who obtained a period of 177.2 yr, which has not further been confirmed, since the orbital motion is much slower than predicted. Twenty-six years later, Wierzbinski (1955 Wierzbinski ( , 1956 ) computed a period of 796 yr with the use of almost 100 observations. The maximal separation of 2>95 he predicted for epoch 1942.0 was also not confirmed, indicating a larger orbital period.
Thus, despite the relatively small orbital arc covered by this system ($45 ), it seems reasonable to calculate an improved orbit and to minimize the observational residuals as well. For the calculation we have made use of a complete set of the available data, including two interferometric measurements performed recently with our speckle camera attached to the 1.5 m telescope of the Estación de Observación de Calar Alto (Almería, Spain). One of the obtained autocorrelation functions is presented in Figure 1 . Apart from this, with the aim to clarify the somewhat differing data in the literature regarding the primary component's spectral classification, we obtained its spectrum using the 2.6 m telescope of the V. Ambartsumian Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO; Armenia).
SPECTRUM OF THE PRIMARY COMPONENT
The spectrum of the primary was first classified in the MK system by Roman (1952) as K0 III and confirmed by Stephenson (1960) , who also classified the secondary component as F6 V and estimated the main and secondary components' absolute magnitudes M V as +1.1 and +3.4, respectively. Later, Abt (1981) classified the spectrum of the primary as G8 III.
Thus, we are dealing with a pair comprising a cold giant and a hotter normal dwarf whose contribution to the composite spectrum is nevertheless undistinguishable, since the magnitude difference between the components, according to the Washington Double Star Catalog (WDS; Mason, Wycoff, & Hartkopf 2002) , 4 is too large (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987) .
Although the discrepancy between these classifications is not great, its clarification holds a certain interest. With the aim of estimating the spectral type and luminosity class of the primary, on 2000 December 3 we obtained its spectrum using the ByuFOSC spectral camera (Movsessian et al. 2000) attached to the Cassegrain focus of the 2.6 m telescope of the BAO, with a resolution of 5-6 Å . The spectrum was reduced using the standard IRAF environment. It is presented in Figure 2 , where several indicative lines are marked (the intensity is given in arbitrary units).
An overview of the spectrum shows that the spectral features resemble those of a G rather than a K giant. In particular, the luminosity-sensitive Mg b (5173 Å ) undoubtedly indicates a giant star of luminosity class III, demonstrating strong but rather thin absorption features.
The strongest feature of the spectrum is the G band, while the hydrogen H, H, and H lines are still quite pronounced. The strength of the Balmer lines and representative metallic lines Mg b, Fe i 5269, Na D, and Ca i 6439, as well as several other criteria (Jaschek, & Jaschek 1987; Gray 1992; Malyuto, Oestreicher, & Schmidt-Kaler 1997; Montes, Ramsey, & Welty 1999) , indicate a late G spectral type rather than early K.
On the other hand, molecular bands typical of a K spectral type at 4584, 4626, 4761, and 4954 Å are practically absent, while according to the standard criteria, even at K0 their presence should already be noticeable.
All these characteristics lead to the conclusion that the composite spectrum of WDS 23186+6807AB should be classified as G8 III rather than K0 III. Consequently, a somewhat higher temperature compared with the T = 5110 K obtained by McWilliam (1990) and a higher luminosity should be assigned to this star.
The components' magnitude difference values (measured at different epochs) given in the Second Photometric Magnitude Difference Catalog (Mason & Wycoff 2003) 5 vary between 2.2 and 2.5 mag. Taking into account that the luminosity difference between K0 III and G0 III spectral types is 0.2 mag (Gray 1992, p. 431) and adopting F6 V for the secondary, we obtain magnitude differences of 2.3 and 2.5 mag for Stephenson's (1960) and our classification, respectively.
ORBIT AND MASSES
To calculate the orbit, we used the analytical method from Docobo (1985) . Table 1 presents all known observations and their residuals with respect to our orbit. In its first three columns, observation epoch (in fractional Besselian year), position angle (in degrees), and separation (in arcseconds) are given, followed by the number of nights and observer name (according to their WDS codes) in the next two columns. The observed-minus-calculated observational residuals in position angle (Dh) and separation (D) are given in the last two columns. Note that our calculated value of the separation is given in the last column (in parentheses) when it was not measured by the observer. A few measurements with relatively high residuals (Dh > 5 and/or D > 0>3) were neglected because of low precision. In Table 2 , the orbital elements (along with their corresponding errors) and the correction for precession applied in order to reference the position angle to epoch 2000.0 are given. An ephemeris is given in Table 3 .
This orbit represents an improvement to that announced earlier in IAU Commission 26 Information Circular 146 (Docobo & Andrade 2002) . Taking into account the obtained semimajor axis and period values given in Table 2 , as well as the Hipparcos parallax (15.48 AE 0.55 mas; ESA 1997), the total mass of the system is 3.65 AE 0.60 M .
Recently, Zhao, Qiu, & Mao (2001) estimated the mass of the primary (along with those for a large sample of other red clump giants) from its position on the M V -log T eff diagram by interpolating evolutionary tracks given by Girardi et al. (2000) and VandenBerg et al. (2000) , obtaining 2.55 AE 0.15 M and a somewhat smaller 2.35 AE 0.15 M , respectively.
The mass of component B can be estimated both from the catalog of Belikov (1995) and from the tables given by Gray (1992) , taking into account its spectral type of F6 V (Stephenson 1960). These two sources yield similar values, 1.18 AE 0.09 and 1.29 M , respectively. Adopting the first value, we obtain system masses of 3.73 AE 0.17 and 3.53 AE 0.17 M according to the Girardi et al. and VandenBerg et al. models, respectively. The mass estimates Girardi et al. and VandenBerg et al. models, respectively. It is evident that both model estimates are well in accord with our directly determined system mass. However, it is worth noting that our estimate, 3.65 AE 0.60 M , nearly coincides with that of the VandenBerg et al. (2000) model (3.64 AE 0.15 M ) when the Gray (1992) value is adopted for the B component's mass. 
